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BREAK WITH THE PAST
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From the cradle of Italian writing culture comes the 
next chapter in the evolution of modern writing style.
ZERO is the gateway to a new generation of writing 
instruments combining sartorial presence, precision 
engineering and uncompromising strength.

Welcome to the new decade.

ZERO
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Features
Open Edition

GOLD PALLADIUM GUN-METAL
 RUTHENIUM

ULTRA-BLACK
 RUTHENIUM

NIB:
Stainless Steel or 14K gold

Special Bronze alloy (Br8)

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

Resin

Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub 1.1,
Stub 1.5 (steel nib only)

FILLING SYSTEM:
Cartridge, Converter

MODES:
Fountain Pen

Gold 

Rollerball Pen

Palladium

Ballpoint pen

Gun-Metal Rutenium
Ultra-Black Rutenium

TRIMS:

FINISH:
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DIMENSION:
DIAMETER WEIGHT

32 g

40 g

30 g

LENGTH (Closed)

143 mm

143  mm

143  mm

14  mm

14  mm

12,7  mm

Technical 
specifications

ISZET_BY ISZETRBC

ISZETBBC

ISZET_BC ISZETRBY

ISZETBBY

ISZET_BP ISZETRBP

ISZETBBP

ISZET_BL ISZETRBL

ISZETBBL

Steel nib
14K nib ISZET_4Y ISZET_4CISZET_4P ISZET_4L



A new aesthetic for a new decade: Montegrappa moves 
the game forward with a design manifesto built on bold 
innovation. Modern and muscular, ZERO resets the rules of 
writing instrument styling. 

ZERO’s confident lines are the result of perfect geometry and 
precision finishing: refined design and engineering from Italy’s 
most sophisticated pen makers.

The Montegrappa ZERO is built for the rigours of modern 
life, offering ultra-reliable mechanical performance in a 
casing made from of high-density acrylic, sapphire glass 
and hard-wearing bronze.
 
Trims made from high-specification, Br8 bronze alloy 
are hypoallergenic, long-lasting and exceptionally hard. 
Contrasting satin-brushed and polished finishes evoke 
the hallmarks of prestige timepieces.
 
An all-new clip design houses our famous rolling 
sphere in a geometric profile made with high-precision 
diamond cutting. Hard-wearing brass is hand-finished to 
accentuate its precise angles. 

Hard-wearing galvanic finishes are made to last on this 
sturdy metal base. Choose from palladium, yellow gold 
and two stealth ruthenium tints to coordinate trims with 
your favourite timepiece.

ZERO
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Packaging
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IKSDASI9

WEIGHT:

DEPTH:

362g

100 mm

WIDTH:
210 mm

HEIGHT:
50 mm



ZERO is a new Signature family of Montegrappa 
writing instruments – the first tier of a 
Contemporary Collection that fuses modernist 
Italian lines with mechanical precision and 
refinement.

Inspired by prestige timepieces, an innovative 
crown features sapphire glass set in a miniature 
bezel. The Montegrappa ZERO is designed to 
complement the wrist as well as the hand.

A muscular, chamfered clip provides 
authoritative pocket presence. Made of brass, 
our pocket-clips are stress-tested for more 
than 20,000 actions and proudly brandish 
Montegrappa’s famous script logo.

ZERO is made in fountain pen, rollerball and 
slimline ballpoint modes. Fountain pens are 
fitted with a converter/cartridge-fed nib, 
available in options of 14K gold and precision 
steel.

Selling Points
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Elmo & Montegrappa S.p.A.
                

Via Ca’ Erizzo 43/45 - 36061 Bassano del Grappa - ITALY
T: +39 0424 522232

contact@montegrappa.com

MONTEGRAPPA.COM


